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The accelerating second quantum revolution of technologies assumes the use of specific non-

local quantum entangled systems of subatomic attosecond and supraatomic femtosecond scale levels 

of materials [1]. The use of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) is now considered to develop 

highly sensitive femtosecond specific quantum sensors at supraatomic nanosized scale [2]. Today it 

is known that SWCNTs are very sensitive to molecules such as NH3, NO2, C2H4, CO, SO2, H2S, H2, 

N2, O2, [3, 4].  

In this regard, the theoretical study of the femtochemistry quantum processes different atoms 

on nano-sized surfaces of SWCNTs is very relevant. It is carried out within the framework of this 

work using quantum chemical methods of computer simulation. The purpose of this work is to study 

the adsorption of diatomic A2 molecules (A = C, Si, N, P, O, S) by a SWCNT having a minimum 

length and diameter. The choice of molecules is determined by the need to compare the adsorption 

characteristics of dimers belonging to group IV (C, Si), group V (N, P) and group VI (O, S) of the 

second and third periods of the table of chemical elements. This paper presents the theoretical study 

of quantum-chemical solution of one of the most urgent tasks in the development of a new generation 

of supra-atomic femtosecond sensors of molecules on the basis of SWCNTs.  

Fig. 1 shows the attack by the diatomic A2 molecule of the sensor outer surface (left). Here h 

is the distance from the SWCNT outer surface to the dimer atom nearest to it. On the Fig. 2 there 

are three points (T, B, C) of the diatomic A2 molecule landing on the SWCNT outer surface. 

 
Fig 1. Model of the diatomic A2 molecule adsorption on the SWCNT outer surface 

 

Fig 2. Three points (T, B, C) of the diatomic A2 molecule landing on the SWCNT outer surface. 

Numerical simulation is performed using the approach that was considered in a previous paper 

[5]. Modeling and calculations are performed in two stages. At the first stage, a study is made of the 

stable configuration of the SWCNT having the minimum diameter and the minimum length. At the 

second stage, simulations of attacks with different orientation of the A2 (A = C, Si, N, P, O, S) 

molecules of different landing sites on outer surface of the sensors are performed. The Kohn-Shem 

method is used in the local density functional approximation LDA / 3-21G (ORCA package [6]) to 

model the potential energy surface (PES) of the sensor nanosystems. 
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A study of femtosecond sensors of the supra-atomic range of the nanoscale based on the 

SWNTs sensor has shown the possibility of an adequate description of such sensory nanosystems in 

a multilevel hierarchy of functional elements of intelligent materials using modern density functional 

methods. 

From the obtained results it follows that the axes of all molecules are perpendicular to the outer 

surface of the sensor, as shown in Fig. 1. We considered three positions of landing of the molecules 

presented in fig. 2: above the carbon atom, above a pair of carbon atoms and the center of the sextet 

of carbon atoms. According to the results of calculations, we note significant differences in the 

adsorption characteristics of diatomic molecules of groups IV (C, Si), V (N, P) and VI (O, S) of the 

second and third periods. In case of C2, Si2 molecules, it is chemisorption. In turn, for the O2, S2, and 

N2, P2 molecules, it is a variant of physical adsorption. In a case of C2 molecule, it is more preferable 

to adsorb on a pair of C-C atoms, and for the Si2 molecule it is energetically advantageous to attach 

one carbon atom C. For molecules O2, S2, N2, P2 it is preferable to attach in the center of the carbon 

sextet C6. 

By analyzing the PES of quantum nanomolecular sensor systems, the following conclusions 

were obtained: 

• The results of the quantum chemical calculations performed are in agreement with the 

published data of other authors for the SWCNT sensors in cases of molecules O2 and N2. 

• Linking all investigated dimmers with an axial orientation perpendicular to the outer surface 

of the SWCNT sensor is an energetically beneficial exothermic process. 

• The SWCNT sensor binds C2, Si2 molecules with energies of 2.91 eV and 1.51 eV, 

respectively. This is chemisorption. 

• The most stable is the position of the C2 molecule at an equilibrium distance of 1.39 Å from 

the outer surface of the SWCNT sensor between a pair of adjacent carbon atoms C - C, and in the 

case of Si2 – at an equilibrium distance of 2.13 Å above the carbon atom in the SWCNT sensor. 

• For the O2, S2, N2, P2 molecules, the energies of attachment to a single-walled CNT are: 0.39 

eV, 0.52 eV, 0.15 eV, and 0.27 eV, respectively. This is an order of magnitude less than for the 

adsorption of C2 and Si2 molecules. 

• The most stable arrangement of O2, S2, N2, P2 molecules occurs in the center of the carbon 

sextet C6 of the SWCNT sensor at distances: 2.66 Å, 2.96 Å, 3.00 Å and 3.17 Å respectively. Low 

binding energies and positioning indicate a physical type of adsorption. 

The data obtained may be useful in further studying the growth process and the formation of 

the infrastructure of femtosecond sensors at the supra-atomic level of carbon nanomaterials in order 

to change and improve their original properties, as well as in studying the adsorption of diatomic 

molecules by carbon nanotubes, in the development of gas sensors based on the SWCNT.  
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